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Ireland: Growing 
Loan Default
How might we identify 
potential defaulters and 
reduce risk for our bank?



Topics 
discussed:
• Potential defaulters
• Top common factors of 

defaulters
• Monthly amount lost 

from defaulters
• Possible mitigations



Data source & cleaning

Loan default dataset 
extracted from kaggle.com

887,380 Loan Records from 
2007 – 2015 

Includes metadata for:
- Annual income of borrower
- Loan Purpose 
- Region of Loan Defaults
- Home Ownership Status 

https://www.kaggle.com/mrferozi/loan-data-for-dummy-bank


831 Loans Defaulted in Dummy 
Bank of Ireland from 2007 - 2015



Top 3 types of Loan Defaults

1. Debt 
consolidation

2. Credit card
3. Home 

improvement



Loan Defaulters either 
rented or mortgaged 

their house
Possible Explanation:
People who do not own a house or 
have to mortgaged their house are 
likely financially unstable and hence 
have a higher chance of defaulting 
their loans



Most Loan 
Defaulters 
are from 
Northern 

Ireland



The lower the income, the higher 
the number of loan defaulters



Multiple loans
People who take multiple loans and opt to 
consolidate debt are likely to default on their loans

Poor financial literacy 
People who do not own a house / mortgage 
their house are likely to default their loans

Northern Irelanders likely to have poorer 
financial literacy and thus default their loans

Potential defaulters

People of lower income are more likely to 
have poorer financial literacy and thus 
default their loans
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Lower loan amount for potential defaulters
Potential defaulters include people who earn less than 100k per year, 
stays in Northern Ireland, does not own a property, and have history of 
consolidating multiple loans

Lower credit limit for potential defaulters
Since credit card is the leading type of debt that is defaulted, banks 
can be more cautious when deciding credit limit for potential 
defaulters

Increase financial literacy programs in Northern Ireland
Since Northern Ireland has the highest number of loans defaulted, banks 
can work with education institutions and government to educate people 
in Northern Ireland about financial literacy



View all dashboards in my Tableau Public.

Thank you.

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/sophia4653/viz/capstoneloandefault_16442407069180/TypeofLoans?publish=yes

